
Date: 23 Jan 2019 
Time: 1600 -1700 
Venue: Hwee Xian’s Office 
 
 
Attendee:  

1. Nicholas Thian  
2. Celine Chua 
3. Raylene Ng 
4. Ryder Kin 
5. Anicia Gan 
6. Ryan Yang 

  
 
Agenda: 

1. Updates on Progress 
2. Demo 
3. Final Wireframing  
4. Persona Updates  
5. X factor  
6. UAT  

 
PERMISSION 
To ask for location/camera  
 
LAT/LONG 
Good to have would be to have a map and allow pin drop  
 
ADMIN ACCOUNT 
Good to have would be to allow admin to create admin accounts 
 
QUIZ COLOUR 
To change red to RGB: 232,88,88 and green to RGB: 146,208,80 
 
BADGES 
It does not really add value to the overall application  
After obtaining badges, should user be redirected back to map or back to badge page? 
 
DRAWING 
To include colours for drawing 
 
ACTIVITY FEED 
Timestamp could be another possible suggestion  



 
DRAG AND DROP 
Finalise question format with sponsors. Suggest to them instead as they seem like they do not 
know what they want  
 
OBSERVE  
Get user and admin feedback from one of their trail in February. Go down observe to see how 
they do it on the day and how does the admin do it, how much time they take. For users, 
observe how much time they take to come back, how much delay they incur. Prepare survey 
form or Google doc to ask for personal feedback so you have one that is before and one that is 
after. Collect anonymous feedback  
 
X FACTOR  
X factor, show which area you are reducing the time. Is it admin time? Conduct time? 
Can also put satisfaction level comparison. Did it improve? 
We also need a midterm X factor  
We can put 1 live test conducted and the amount of people. However one argument is that the 
use profile not very similar 
Can conduct trail with PhD student and larc or smart city staff and bribe them. 
Use our budget  
 
OTHERS 
Finalise date and do proper testing  
Implement a subset compared to doing a lot but not good  
Deployment can deploy in our own account first  
Webapp must be on server  
 
 
Our next meeting will be 30 Jan 4pm-5pm 
 
 
 
Done by,  
Anicia Gan 
 
Verified and Edited by,  
Ryder Kin 


